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he did drink a little beer at night to make himself sleep.

End. of Record 44

Of course that's where the Roman Catholic Church has through the ages recogiuized that

principle - that the church has no right to employ physical force. And, consequently, the

church, even in the days of the inquisition




But then they said as far as physical com

pulsion was concerned the church said, nothing we can do. We don't have any

force




Actually the church was exercising terrible physical compulsion. Of course

that is a danger in all bodies - we make a Drinciple and then we can get around it - but

'we must try to avoid ft. But I think we should recognize the principle that compulsion

should. come from the Spirit of God on the individual rather than by any acts of UJX our

compulsion. Of course you cannot altogebher avoid external compulsion. For instance if

we get together and we raise a lot of money and establish a church and want it to stand

for certain doctrines, it's only reasonable that we should try to safeguard that that

property be used. for the doctrines we believe in - and that over the property to that ex

tent is certainly our right but for us to bring force to compel the individual, that's

between them and the Lord and if they turn against our doctrines it's perfectly right for

them to leave our property and raise a new one. ( Student question) Now there's a

very good. point. The idea that the Apostles were in everything they taught, free from

error. I think they made mistakes but I think that that

Now what they wrote down includes

reference to their actions arid in their tctions I think they mace mistakes. I think that

the communists In the early Christian Church (3.75) But

we don't find in the Scripture any command They carried

it out as a voluntary thing.
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